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Abstract 

In cloud services, users’ data and applications are stored in remote cloud servers, their 

safety and security can be guaranteed by their cloud servers, but it is difficult for 

guarantee their security in interaction among them. As software defined network arise, its 

architecture realizes the separation between control plane and data plane, provide a 

promising way of dealing with privacy leakage of cloud data. This paper study a data 

security mechanism among cloud service based on software define network architecture, 

which maintains security policy on SDN controller cluster, which controls forwarding 

based on the mapping between physical network and logic network. This mechanism 

contains data service provider, data service user and privacy service provider. Data 

service provider customizes data attribute restriction based on data security protection 

requirements. Privacy service provider which is realized based on SDN controller, is 

responsible for the security of data interacting between data service user and data service 

provider, such as identity authentication, source data partition and data block recovering 

in accordance with data attribute restriction. Data service provider stores source data on 

cloud server. Through experiments and analysis, this data security mechanism is effective 

and feasible. 

 

Keywords: Data Security, Cloud Service, Software Define Network, Data Partition, 

Identity Authentication 

 

1. Introduction 

In cloud platforms, many applications and data are both deployed at cloud server, so 

cloud data security has become an important factor that hinders the development of cloud 

platforms [1]. For cloud services, their security not only depends on dynamic deployment, 

configuration and management of security policy and security components, but also 

depends on the awareness, decision and response of network security system. Software 

define network realizes the separation between control plane and data plane, and controls 

network equipments related with cloud data center based on network topology, network 

status and security incident, so can provide a logical resource pool of distributed security 

ability, which is a service of security[2]. This paper study a data security mechanism 

among cloud service based on software define network architecture, which maintains 

security policy on SDN controller cluster, which controls forwarding based on the 

mapping between physical network and logic network. This mechanism contains data 

service provider, data service user and privacy service provider. 
1
Data service provider 

customizes data attribute restriction based on data security protection requirements. 

Privacy service provider which is realized based on SDN controller, is responsible for the 

security of data interacting between data service user and data service provider, such as 
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identity authentication, source data partition and data block recovering in accordance with 

data attribute restriction. Data service provider stores source data on cloud server. 

 

2. Related Work 
 

2.1. Cloud Data Privacy Protection 

In cloud service, data is saved and processed on cloud servers, so cloud service 

providers, which have high trust, can be responsible for its security. But the data 

transmission among different cloud service providers insecurity is not security, so many 

researches are carried out [3].  

With encryption, local data is uploaded to remote cloud server. This data protection 

method needs to solve some key technology，such as data retrieval, data encryption, and 

data decryption[4].According to the characteristics of cloud computing, some scholars 

have proposed keyword retrieval method based on symmetric encryption cipher text, 

supports data service provider part decryption work reduce DReq computing and network 

traffic, supports encrypted search[5]. For enterprise cloud computing users in data 

management and data-sharing issues, proposed after the encrypted data in the cloud to 

build encryption key index tree to support encrypted data to retrieve, control user 

authentication for data sharing[6]. For data management in the cloud, and all right, 

scholars have been designed based on partition of data protection mechanisms, data is 

divided into small blocks, small data block to be saved to a local, large blocks of data to 

the cloud storage system, cloud data encrypted according to the user's security level[7]. 

For Bloom Filer optimization of redaction retrieved method, due to its only support 

precise string match, in actual situation Xia format inconsistent will inevitable, so 

feasibility is unlikely to, for subsequently proposed of support encryption string fuzzy 

retrieved programme, using edit distance to quantitative string of similar degrees, and for 

each string additional a based on pass distribution breaks of fuzzy string group, using 

multiple precise match to achieved fuzzy retrieved, This programme supports only the "all 

or nothing" query, query structure cannot be sorted[8]. Then scholars was designed based 

on vector and matrix operations of encryption schemes can be calculated, using the vector 

and matrix operations, data encryption, and support for encrypted string of fuzzy retrieval 

and encrypted numeric data mathematical operations[9]. 

Database by data privacy protection, scholars have suggested that data block 

optimization algorithm using longitudinal Division of the methods on the relational 

database partitioning, first user privacy will be compromised by a single property to a 

local storage of data, and privacy constraints 2- Coloring method into two categories of 

data property, and set the property to a class to the server, set the property to a little, along 

with individual privacy properties are stored to a local[10]. Another scenario is a data 

table is divided into two pieces, one of them stored to the client, another part of the store 

to the server[11]. Block matrix then proposed, according to the number of attributes of the 

user property sheet, property size, frequency of queries, queries, and so on make-weight 

matrix[12]. According to the weights get table partitioning method[13].  

Scholars based on the relationships between the data slice confusion method and data 

counterfeiting methods, block after block of data confused first, then check the block 

meets the distribution proposed property values, and then make the data falsification, and 

data integrity verification mechanisms [14]. Multiuser shared database then realizes a 

more user data partition divides the data model[15]. But the block number of the data 

partition for data reconstruction has a certain influence, smaller number of blocks of data 

is very important to improve the efficiency of data processing, research does not verify 

the number of data blocks to a minimum [16]. 
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2.2. Software Defined Network Architecture 

SDN architecture has the following advantages: high scalability/high flexibility of 

network deployment, fine and efficient data flow control, etc[17]. SDN provide to 

centralized network equipment, automated management, and unified strategy execution, 

compared to the current network architecture to improve the reliability and security[18]. 

Traditional network security applications, such as access control, firewall, invasion 

detection and defense intruding can also use SDN controller of open API implementation 

or easily integrated into SDN[19]. 

As mentioned above, SDN architecture provides a platform, can provide security for it, 

and provide security services. Most researchers believe that the current network security 

technology of accumulation completely can be competent the security requirements of 

SDN, as Gloria proposed SDN security technology architecture and the traditional 

network security technology architecture basically no difference[20]. What kind of 

security mechanism, but the specific provide how to design, implementation. Hartman 

think SDN security requirements such as Wasserman M mainly occurred in the 

application layer and control layer, including application of authorization, authentication, 

isolation, and strategy of conflict resolution[21]. Hartman and Wasserman M et al. 

discusses the three kinds of authorization, authentication mechanism used in the 

possibility of SDN, especially in the case of cross-domain[22].first, through a proxy 

authentication; Second, direct distribution of cross-domain authentication credentials 

(such as symmetric key, private key certificate, etc.);Third, through joint certification 

(such as OAuth01 ABFAB1).One final way that united authentication, has the 

characteristics of flexible, easy to use in a variety of occasions[23]. But this does not give 

reference request, ABFAB in concrete application way of SDN. Shin S put forward a 

development network security application on SDN architecture development environment 

FRESCO, FRESCO "itself as an application of SDN application layer, the security of the 

operation in the above mentioned reinforcing the control layer of operating system 

(enhanced NOX). 

 

3. Data Security Model among Cloud Services based on Software 

Define Network 

Data security model among cloud services based on software define network include: 

data service user DSU, data service provider DSP and privacy service provider PSP. Their 

function and relationship is shown in Figure 1. 

The transmission of cloud data, which includes data uploading and data accessing, 

mainly exists between data service user and data service provider. 

The processing of data uploading is as follows: 

(1) New Data service provider registers with privacy service provider, and gets 

respectively authorization of data storing service and privacy protection service. 

(2) According to demand of data storing and privacy protection, data service user 

produce data property description sheet and privacy protection rule, and sent to privacy 

service provider. 

(3) Privacy service provider produces data partition policy and privacy protection 

policy to meet data service user’s demand. 

(4) Based on data partition policy and privacy protection policy, privacy service 

provider partition source data, which is uploaded by data service user, and sends partition 

data to data service provider. 
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Figure 1. The Function and Relationship in Data Security Model 

The processing of data accessing is as follows: 

(1) Data service user get identity authentication from privacy service provider. 

(2) Privacy service provider determines whether the access request sent by data service 

user is satisfied privacy protection policy. If satisfy, send this request to data service 

provider, if not, discard this request. 

(3) Based on access request, data service provider send partition data result to privacy 

service provider. 

(4) By data partition policy, privacy service provider recovery partition data to source 

data. 

 

3.1. Identity Authentication  

When data service provider registers with privacy service provider, they generate a pair 

of keys and send public key to each other. Then data service user authenticates identity 

for privacy service provider with public key. The process of identity authentication 

between data service user and privacy service provider is shown as Figure 2. 

(1) Data service user send authentication request to privacy service provider.  

(2) Privacy service provider generates a random number 1 based on user’s information, 

encrypts number 1 with own private key and sends to data service user.  

(3) Data service user decrypts received encrypted random number 1 with provider’s 

public key. Data service user generates a random number 2, encrypts number 1 and 

number 2 with own private key and sends to privacy service provider.  

(4) Privacy service provider decrypts received encrypted random number 1 and number 

2 with user’s public key. If source number 1 is same as decrypted number 1, privacy 

service provider encrypts number 2 with own private key and sends to data service user, 

or authentication is denied. 
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(5) Data service user decrypts received encrypted random number 2 with provider’s 

public key. If source number 2 is same as decrypted number 2, authentication is accepted, 

or denied. 

(6) Data service user get permission to sends service request to privacy service 

provider.  

 

Figure 2. The Process of Identity Authentication between DSU and PSP 

 

3.2. Network Framework of Data Security Model 

 

 

Figure 3. The Network Framework of Data Security Model  

In network framework of data security model, the interaction among data service 

provider, data privacy provider and data service user depend on the software defines 

network controllers, show as Figure 3. The core controller is the data privacy provider’s 

controller, which include data block management, privacy management and user 

authentication.  

The function of data block management contains: 
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(1) Data partition policy is produced based on data property description sheet made by 

data service user.  

(2) Source data is partitioned to data block, and data block is send to data service 

provider. 

(3) Data block is recovery to source data, and source data is send to data service user. 

The function of privacy management is that privacy protection policy is produced 

based on privacy protection rule made by data service user.  

 

 

Figure 4. The Realization of Data Security Model’s Network Framework 

The realization of data security model’s network framework is shown in Figure 4. 
Data service user and data service provider are deployed on different cloud platform, 

privacy service provider is deployed the cloud platform of data service provider. SDN 

controller manages network of cloud platform, such as connection, flow, route and so 

on. Especially, SDN controller network can adjust network connection based on privacy 

service. 

 

4. Data Partition 

In this paper, cloud data is analyzed from three aspects: Attribute Combination Privacy 

Restriction Set ACPRS, Attribute of Individual Protection Set AIPS, and None Attribute 

Privacy Restriction Set nAPRS[29]. So the main idea of data partition is that according to 

ACPRS provided by DSP, data is divided into two blocks: AIPS and nAPRS with ACPRS 

adjacency matrix and graph coloring theory. 

Attribute combination of privacy restriction contains {Name, Addr}, {Name, Ill}, 

{Name, DoctorSSN}, {Addr, Ill}, {Addr, DoctorSSN}, and Attribute of Individual 

Protection contains {Tele}. So DSU can provide ACPRS, AIPS and nAPRS, 

ACPRS={Name, Addr, Ill, DoctorSSN}, AIPS={Tele}, NAPRS={SSN, Sex, Age}. 

According to attribute combination of privacy restriction, ACPRS adjacency matrix is 

built, as shown in Table 1.  
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Table 1. ACPRS Adjacency Matrix 

Attribute Name Addr Ill DoctorSSN 

Name 0 1 1 1 

Addr 1 0 1 1 

Ill 1 1 0 0 

DoctorSSN 1 1 0 0 

 

An undirected graph, which takes Attribute of ACPRS as node and attribute 

combination of privacy restriction as edge is constructed based on ACPRS adjacency 

matrix. An undirected graph is processed by graph coloring theory, as shown in Figure 5. 

 

 

Figure 5. The Process of Data Partition 

Table 2. Cloud Servers Configuration 

Host Name Functionality IP Address DNS Servers Gateway IP 

server1(DSP) 

All components of 

OpenStack including 

nova-compute 

eth0:  Public N/W 

10.0.0.101 

eth1:  Private N/W 

192.168.65.1 

202.206.32.1 

202.206.32.2 
10.0.0. 1 

server2(DSP) Nova-compute 

eth0:  Public N/W 

10.0.0.102 

eth1:  Private N/W 

192.168.65.2 

202.206.32.1 

202.206.32.2 
10.0.0. 1 

server1(DSU) 

All components of 

OpenStack including 

nova-compute 

eth0:  Public N/W 

10.0.1.101 

eth1:  Private N/W 

192.168.65.1 

202.206.32.1 

202.206.32.2 
10.0.1. 1 

server2(DSU) Nova-compute 

eth0:  Public N/W 

10.0.1.102 

eth1:  Private N/W 

192.168.65.2 

202.206.32.1 

202.206.32.2 
10.0.1. 1 

 

5. Experiment 

For proposed data security mechanism, this paper carries on experiments, which adopts 

OpenStack to build cloud platform, and use Hadoop to realize cloud service.  

The cloud platform of data service provider and data service user use HuaWei servers, 

which own CPU: Xeon E5-2620V2 2.1GHz, Memory: DDR3 32G, Disk: 320G. The 

configuration of cloud platform is shown as Table 2.  
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On the cloud platform of data service provider, DataNode of Hadoop is deployed, 

which is responsible for reading and writing of HDFS data. NameNode, JobTracker and 

TaskTracker are deployed on the cloud platform of data service user. 

 

 

Figure 6. The Comparison of Data Partition’s Query Time 

 

Figure 7. The Comparison of Database Operation Time 

For data query, the experiment compared for un-partition data and partition data, as 

shown in figure 6. When query is executed 100 instances and the number of query data is 

100, 1000, 2000, 5000, 10000 and all, the total time is recorded. The result shows that the 

query of un-partition data is more efficient than other. For partition data, the largest 

execution time is 61 087.42 ms, this can meet the needs of large data query. 

Efficiency is an important indicator for testing the proposed mechanism. Experiment 

data, which contain 1,000,000 records in data table, is performed with different database 

operations and different storage methods. The result is compared as shown in Figure 7. 

In Figure 7, I, II, III and IV represent original table, split table, split encrypted table 

and the proposed mechanism. Database operations contain query, update, insert and 

delete. The time of original table’s operation is much less than other, because these 

operations take some time to other process such as split, encrypt, etc. for other three 

methods. The time of the propose mechanism is more than split table, but less than split 
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encrypted table, meanwhile the propose method provide security preserving for cloud data 

privacy. 

 

5. Conclusion 

For data security among cloud service, this paper proposes a data security mechanism 

based on software defined network. In proposed mechanism, security policy is maintains 

on SDN controller, which controls forwarding based on the mapping between physical 

network and logic network. Based on data property description sheet and privacy 

protection rule customized by data service provider, privacy service provider partition 

source data and sends split data to data service provider. Experiment shows the proposed 

mechanism can effectively prevent the leakage of privacy information. In future, the study 

of data reconstruction strategy, data processing time will be carried on to improve the 

efficiency of cloud data security mechanism. 
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